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Abstract

In this thesis, we present the variants of two representative non-blocking linearizable protocols tailored to geo-distributed environments and discuss the trade-offs between them in terms of cost and latency.

This thesis also presents a cost-effective linearizable geo-distributed key-value store called GeoStore. GeoStore takes as an input the properties of the workload being considered and predicts a suitable protocol and its configuration by modeling it as a quadratic optimization problem. It also shows that for certain workloads, erasure coding based linearizable protocols perform significantly better in terms of cost as compared to replication based protocol.

As a future direction, this thesis also implements the optimistic version of these protocols which can further optimize them for certain workloads.
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Chapter 1 | Introduction

With tremendous increment in applications with global users like social media, ticket reservations, online shared document, banking etc billions of varied size objects are stored for users all across the globe. It becomes deemed necessary for cloud providers to expand their data stores to different geographical regions so as to provide lower latencies to users across the globe.

However, in many such applications like banking, shared document editors when different users concurrently try to access shared data, a notion of "thread-safety" is required in order to maintain consistency. Hence, atomicity (linearizability) [1] becomes very crucial. An operation can be defined as linearizable if it always appears to take effect instantaneously at some point between its invocation and its response. Due to the huge implication and significance of it, there are a series of algorithms implemented using replication and erasure coding for linearizability to improve upon either the latency or the storage cost.

Most of the current literature is based on the assumption that latencies are uniform across the servers and network or that the storage is equally priced across the servers. However, in reality, most of these assumptions are void. Latency between data centers and the cost of cloud services vary by region even within one service provider as shown in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2.

This complicates the problem and makes it very difficult for one solution to cover all the required aspects of geo-distributed settings. Hence we state our hypothesis as:

\textit{For a given workload, selecting the right combination of protocol, its configuration, and its placement can lead to considerable cost savings in geo-distributed settings.}
### Table 1.1. Data transfer cost outside AWS data center

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Tokyo</th>
<th>Seoul</th>
<th>Mumb.</th>
<th>Frankf.</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
<th>Virginia</th>
<th>S. America</th>
<th>Cali.</th>
<th>Oregon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USD (per GB)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1.2. Inter-region TCP ping latencies in AWS (in ms) between different regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Tokyo</th>
<th>Seoul</th>
<th>Mumb.</th>
<th>Frankf.</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
<th>Virginia</th>
<th>S. America</th>
<th>Cali.</th>
<th>Oregon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seoul</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumb.</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankf.</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. America</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cali.</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this thesis, we will formalize the above problem as a quadratic optimization program and build a prototype called GeoStore. GeoStore is a geo-distributed key-value store which tailors the algorithm, its configurations, and its placement across different data centers for a provided workload to optimize the cost. We will deploy GeoStore to nine data centers provided by AWS and verify the correctness of our optimization and hypothesis.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we discussed erasure coding and two non-blocking atomic protocols which will be used in our prototype. In Chapter 3, we presented few examples to show the trade-off between different protocols in a geo-distributed environment. In Chapter 4 our optimization is presented followed by prototype design and implementation in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 and 7 are about about experimental evaluation, results, and discussions.
Chapter 2  
Background and Related Work

This chapter briefly covers erasure coding (EC) and introduces two representative non-blocking linearizable protocols which were used in building the prototype.

2.1 Erasure Coding

A \((k, m)\) erasure code encodes \(k\) data units and generates additional \(m\) number of parity codes such that data can be recovered as long as there are any \(k\) available codes among the \((k + m)\) codes \([2]\). EC has been widely used for fault tolerance in storage systems and is known as generalization of replication \([3–7]\). It provides similar redundancy as replication with lower storage cost. \([8]\)

2.2 Two Representative Protocols

2.2.1 ABD

A paper by Attiya et al. \([9]\) presented a non-blocking, atomic, single-writer, multi-reader register algorithm (ABD) implemented for unreliable asynchronous systems. It achieves fault tolerance with the help of replication and supports read (GET) and write (PUT) requests. In addition to the above vanilla protocol, we restricted the number of server failures in the system to \(F\). In order to understand the protocol better, we should be aware of the sequence of steps made by the GET and PUT requests.
2.2.1.1 Client Side PUT Protocol

Similar to GET put involves two round trips across the servers as shown in Figure 2.1. The first trip is to fetch the timestamp keeping data transfer cost negligible. However, the second trip is to put values into write quorum servers incurring data transfer to write quorum servers.

\[
\text{PUT}(key, value): \\
\text{get-timestamp: } \text{Send } \text{get-timestamp} \text{ message to the read quorum and wait for all of them to respond with } \text{timestamp}. \text{ On receiving response, select the largest timestamp and let its integer component be } t. \\
\text{put-value: } \text{Create a new timestamp } \text{timestamp-new} \text{ as } (t + 1, \text{client-id}) \text{ where } \text{client-id} \text{ is an unique id associated with each client. Send } \text{put-value} \text{ message with } (\text{timestamp-new}, \text{value}) \text{ to the write quorum and wait for all of them to respond.}
\]

*Figure 2.1. Client Side PUT Protocol for ABD*

2.2.1.2 Client Side GET Protocol

The GET request takes as an input the key you would like to fetch the value for. It involves two round-trips across the servers shown in Figure 2.2. The first trip is to fetch the recent timestamp and corresponding value. This trip incurs data transfer as we fetch data from read quorum. The second trip is to send the new value to the write quorum servers. It also requires the client to transfer data into write quorum servers.

\[
\text{GET}(key): \\
\text{get-timestamp-value: } \text{Send } \text{get-timestamp-value} \text{ message to the read quorum and wait for all of them to respond with } (tag, value). \text{ On receiving response, select the largest timestamp and its corresponding value } (\text{max-tag}, \text{max-value}). \\
\text{put-value: } \text{Send } \text{put-value} \text{ message with } (\text{max-tag}, \text{max-value}) \text{ to the write quorum and wait for all of them to respond.}
\]

*Figure 2.2. Client Side GET Protocol for ABD*
2.2.1.3 Server Side Protocol

The server receives messages from clients and responds accordingly as shown in Figure 2.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server Side Protocol:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial State:</strong></td>
<td>Stores the ((timestamp, value)) pair for each key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>On receiving get-timestamp:</strong></td>
<td>Respond back with locally available (timestamp).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>On receiving get-timestamp-value:</strong></td>
<td>Respond back with locally available (timestamp) and (value).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>On receiving put-value:</strong></td>
<td>If received timestamp is greater than locally available (timestamp), store new ((timestamp, value)). Respond back with acknowledgement in any case.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.3.** Server Side Protocol for ABD

In case of a failure or timeout, these protocols will send the request to all the remaining servers in \(N\) and wait until they get a response from the required number of servers.

2.2.1.4 Constraints

For the correctness of the protocol, there are certain constraints on read \((R)\) and write \((W)\) quorum servers. We have included one additional constraint for the number of server failures system can tolerate \((F)\). We will denote total number of servers i.e. \((W \cup R)\) as \(N\).

- \(R + W > N\)
- \(N - F \geq R, W\)

2.2.2 CAS

A paper by Cadambe et al. presented another protocol named Coded Atomic Storage (CAS) \([7]\). It can be defined as an atomic, lock-free shared-memory emulation algorithm which uses erasure coding. We will deviate slightly from the generic algorithm for CAS and define our own variant of CAS to make it more
suitable for geo-distributed settings. Our variant will involve four different quorums \( Q_1, Q_2, Q_3 \) and \( Q_4 \) where \( (Q_1 \cup Q_2 \cup Q_3 \cup Q_4) \) will be a total number of servers where data can be placed \( (N) \). The relationship between the quorums will be discussed in further subsections. We will use \( K \) to denote the dimension of the code.

### 2.2.2.1 Client Side PUT Protocol

The PUT request, shown in Figure 2.4, takes as input the key and value which need to be updated. It involves three round trips. The first one is to fetch the timestamp, followed by sending the code and last one is to update ‘fin’ tag. Data transfer is negligible in the first and third trip.

**PUT\((key, value)\):**

- **get-timestamp:** Send *get-timestamp* message to the \( Q_1 \) quorum servers and wait for all of them to respond with *timestamp*. On receiving response, select the largest timestamp, let’s call it’s integer component as \( t \). Also, encode the value into \( Q_2 \) number of smaller chunks \( (c_1,...,c_{Q_2}) \).

- **put-code:** Create a new timestamp *timestamp-new* as \((t + 1, server-id)\). Send *put-code* message with \((timestamp-new, c_i, 'null')\) to \( i \)th server of \( Q_2 \) quorum. Wait for all of them to respond.

- **put-fin:** Send *put-fin* message to \( Q_3 \) quorum with *timestamp-new* and wait for all of them to respond.

![Figure 2.4. Client Side PUT Protocol for CAS](image)

### 2.2.2.2 Client Side GET Protocol

The GET request, shown in Figure 2.5, takes the key as an input. It involves two round trips, the first one is to fetch the timestamp and second is to fetch the data. Data transfer will be involved in the second trip although its negligible in the first one.
GET(key):

get-timeStamp: Send get-timeStamp message to the Q1 quorum servers and wait for all of them to respond with timestamp. On receiving response, select the largest timestamp, lets call it timestamp-max.

get-code: Send get-code message with timestamp-max to the Q4 quorum and wait for all of them to respond with their corresponding codes. Decode the value from collected codes.

Figure 2.5. Client Side GET Protocol for CAS

2.2.2.3 Server Side Protocol

Like ABD, server receives messages from clients and responds accordingly, shown in Figure 2.6.

Server Side Protocol for CAS:

Initial State: For each key, it stores (timestamp, V, label) where V ∈ (c_i, 'null') and timestamp ∈ ('fin', 'null'). c_i is the coded element for server i.

On receiving get-timestamp: Respond with locally known most recent timestamp for the key with the 'fin' tag.

On receiving get-code: If the (timestamp, c_i, *) exits for the key where * could be 'null' or 'fin' then send this code else add (timestamp, 'null', 'fin') and send 'null'.

On receiving put-code: If the timestamp doesn’t exits for the key then update (timestamp, c_i, 'null') else ignore. Send acknowledgement in any case.

On receiving put-fin: If (timestamp, c_i, 'null') exists for the key then update it to (timestamp, c_i, 'fin') else insert (timestamp, 'null', 'fin'). Send acknowledgement in any case.

Figure 2.6. Server Side Protocol for CAS

In case of a failure or timeout, these protocols will send the request to all the remaining servers in N and wait until they get a response from the required number of servers.
2.2.2.4 Constraints

Similar to ABD, these are the constraints necessary for the correctness of the protocol and for required fault tolerance.

- \( Q_1 + Q_2 > N \)
- \( Q_1 + Q_4 > N \)
- \( Q_2 + Q_4 \geq N + K \)
- \( Q_4 \geq K \)
- \( N - F \geq Q_1, Q_2, Q_3, Q_4 \)

2.3 Related Work

Work on developing lock-free algorithms for linearizability is an active area of research since many years. Traditionally these algorithms used replication to bring about redundancy in the system. In recent past, new series of algorithms for linearizability are emerging which use erasure coding for redundancy [7,10–17]. Most of the current state of art algorithms with erasure coding on linearizability focus on optimizing latencies or storage cost with no consideration for the workload properties and challenges faced with geo-distributed settings. SPANStore [18] tried to optimize the cost in geo-distributed settings but they restricted themselves to replication and use just one blocking protocol for linearizability. EC-Cache [2] is another work which tries to provide better latencies and lower IOPS by using different configurations of erasure coding. However, they did not deal with concurrent objects and restricted themselves to just one data center as shown in Figure 2.7. Giza [19] worked with erasure coding in geo-replicated settings but they are predominantly focused on archival workloads.

Figure 2.7 shows the current state of the art and what we are trying to achieve.

2.4 Linearizability Testing with Knossos

Testing linearizability is an NP-Complete problem. Although there has been a lot of related work in this field for developing new algorithms [20–23], we did not come
Figure 2.7. Current State of the Art

across any ideal tools to test linearizability of an implemented system in the current literature. Therefore, we took the freedom to chose Knossos [24] for our testing.

Every operation in Knossos is a logical transition from one state to another. Its operations include *invoke* if a request is invoked, *ok* if a request returned successfully, *failure* if a request failed and *info* when the outcome is not clear, helpful in case of delays or timeouts. Knossos takes an interleaved sequence of operations made by a set of clients as input and tries to show that it is NOT linearizable. Since it is a computationally heavy process, it is not feasible to check long traces of operations to test for linearizability. Therefore, we will test with a smaller subset of traces of our workload with just a single key to increase the level of concurrency in our system.
In this chapter, we will analyze the trade-offs across the two protocols - ABD, CAS and within each of these protocols.

3.1 Trade-off across different protocols

To understand the trade-offs between protocols better, let's consider a simple setup of 5 data centers uniformly distributed across the globe. We make the following assumptions about the setup -

- latency between any two nearest data centers is 1 second
- data transfer cost between any two data centers is constant i.e. 1 dollar/byte
- object size is constant and equals to $ObjSize$
- fault tolerance of at most 1 is tolerated.

3.1.1 ABD PUT Protocol

We used 3-way replication with uniform distribution of objects as shown in Figure 3.1. We have considered the read quorum and write quorum to be of size 2, hence utmost one failure is tolerated.

- *Average Latency* for PUT Request (two round trips):
Figure 3.1. (Left) Placement policy for ABD Toy Example and (Right) Placement policy for CAS Toy Example

\[ 2 \times \{ P\{\text{value in DC}\} \times (\text{latency of nearest DC with data}) + P\{\text{value not in DC}\} \times \max (\text{ latency of two nearest DC with data}) \} \]  

\( (3.1) \)

\[ 2 \times \left\{ \frac{3}{5} \times \left( \frac{2}{3} \times 1 + \frac{1}{3} \times 2 \right) + \frac{2}{5} \times 1 \right\} = \frac{102}{30} \]  

\( (3.2) \)

- **Average data transfer cost** for PUT Request

\[ P\{\text{value in DC}\} \times \text{ObjSize} + P\{\text{value not in DC}\} \times 2 \times \text{ObjSize} \]  

\( (3.3) \)

\[ \Rightarrow \frac{3}{5} \times 1 \times \text{ObjSize} + \frac{2}{5} \times 2 \times \text{ObjSize} = \frac{7}{5} \times \text{ObjSize} \]  

\( (3.4) \)

- **Total storage cost**

\[ \Rightarrow 3 \times \text{ObjSize} \]  

\( (3.5) \)

### 3.1.2 CAS PUT Protocol

For CAS, the configuration we selected was \( Q1 = Q3 = 3, Q2 = Q4 = 4 \) and \( K = 3 \) with data placed in all 5 data centers as shown in Figure 3.1. As the maximum quorum size is 4 i.e. we would only need any 4 servers utmost out of 5, hence it can tolerate utmost one failure.

- **Average Latency** for PUT Request (three round trips) can be defined as:

\[ \Rightarrow \max(\text{ latency of two nearest DC with data})[\text{for first round trip}] + \max(\text{ latency of three nearest DC with data})[\text{for second round trip}] + \max(\text{ latency of two nearest DC with data})[\text{for third round trip}] \]  

\( (3.6) \)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ABD</th>
<th>CAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>3.4 (better)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data transfer Cost</td>
<td>1.4 * ObjSize</td>
<td>ObjSize (better)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Cost</td>
<td>3 * ObjSize</td>
<td>1.67*ObjSize (better)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. Trade-offs between ABD and CAS PUT Request for our toy example

⇒ 1 + 2 + 1 = 4  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

• Average data transfer cost for PUT request

⇒ P\{value in DC\} * \frac{3}{3} * ObjSize + P\{value not in DC\} * \frac{4}{3} * ObjSize \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

⇒ ObjSize  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

• Total storage cost

⇒ \frac{5}{3} * ObjSize  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

As specified in Table 3.1 while ABD provides better latencies, CAS has lower storage and data transfer costs.

### 3.2 Trade-off within a protocol

In this section, we demonstrate the trade-offs within a protocol by varying the value of K (i.e. 2 or 3). Just like the previous example, let’s consider a simple setup of 5 data centers uniformly distributed across the globe. We make the following assumptions about this setup -

• latency between any two nearest data centers is 1 second

• data transfer cost between any two data centers is constant i.e. 1 dollar/byte

• object size is constant and equals to ObjSize

• fault tolerance of at most 1 is tolerated.

#### 3.2.1 CAS GET Protocol (K=3)

For CAS, the configuration we selected was Q1 = Q3 = 3, Q2 = Q4 = 4 and K = 3 with data placed in all 5 data centers. As maximum quorum size is 4, it can
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CAS(K=3)</th>
<th>CAS(K=2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 (better)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data transfer Cost</td>
<td>(ObjSize)</td>
<td>(ObjSize)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Cost</td>
<td>(1.67*ObjSize) (better)</td>
<td>(2.5*ObjSize)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2. Trade-offs between CAS(K=3) and CAS(K=2) GET Request for our toy example

tolerate utmost one failure.

- **Average Latency** for GET Request (two round trips):

  \[
  \Rightarrow \max(\text{latency of two nearest DC with data})[\text{for first round trip}] + \\
  \max(\text{latency of three nearest DC with data})[\text{for second round trip}] \quad (3.11)
  \]

  \[
  \Rightarrow 1 + 2 = 3 \quad (3.12)
  \]

- **Average data transfer cost** for GET Request:

  \[
  \Rightarrow P\{\text{value in DC}\} \ast \frac{3}{3} \ast ObjSize + P\{\text{value not in DC}\} \ast \frac{4}{3} \ast ObjSize \quad (3.13)
  \]

  \[
  \Rightarrow ObjSize \quad (3.14)
  \]

- **Total storage cost**

  \[
  \Rightarrow \frac{5}{3} \ast ObjSize \quad (3.15)
  \]

### 3.2.2 CAS GET Protocol (K=2)

For CAS, the configuration we selected was \(Q1 = Q3 = Q4 = 3, Q2 = 4\) and \(K = 2\) with data placed in all 5 data centers. As the maximum quorum size is 4 out of 5 where data is placed, it can tolerate utmost one failure.

- **Average Latency** for GET Request (two round trips):

  \[
  \Rightarrow \max(\text{latency of two nearest DC with data})[\text{for first round trip}] + \\
  \max(\text{latency of two nearest DC with data})[\text{for second round trip}] \quad (3.16)
  \]

  \[
  \Rightarrow 1 + 1 = 2 \quad (3.17)
  \]
• **Average data transfer cost** for GET Request:

\[ \Rightarrow P\{\text{value in DC}\} \times \frac{2}{2} \times \text{ObjSize} + P\{\text{value not in DC}\} \times \frac{3}{2} \times \text{ObjSize} \quad (3.18) \]

\[ \Rightarrow \text{ObjSize} \quad (3.19) \]

• **Total storage cost**

\[ \Rightarrow \frac{5}{2} \times \text{ObjSize} \quad (3.20) \]

As shown in Table 3.2, while the latency is higher for CAS with K=3 it provides efficient storage as compared to CAS with K=2.

Example shown in Table 3.2 and ??3.1, shows that even in much simpler uniform settings different protocols may suit the requirements of different workloads. However, in reality, the problem is much more complicated. Most of these assumptions we made for our toy examples are void. Latency between data centers and the cost of cloud services vary by region even within one service provider as shown in Table 1.1 and 1.2. Hence, there is a need for an optimizer to find the relevant protocol for the given workload.
Chapter 4  
Modeling and Optimization

In this chapter, we will discuss about our implementation of an optimizer, its inputs, constraints and objectives. We will also introduce a heuristic based algorithm used for optimization.

4.1 Quadratic Optimization Modeling

We formalized our optimizer as a quadratic optimization program with integer components. We divided our workload into smaller sub-workloads where each sub-workload is a group of keys with identical properties. The reason to consider sub-workloads instead of individual keys is to support scalability as the number of keys stored may be prohibitively large. We will call these sub-workloads as groups.

4.1.1 Inputs

The inputs to the program are:

- number of data centers: $N$
- latency between any pair of data centers $i$ and $j$ denoted as $l_{ij}$
- For each group $G$:
  - arrival rate: $\lambda_G$
  - number of objects: $n_G$
  - read/write ratio: $RW_G$
− for each DC $i$, fraction of traffic originating at $i$ denoted as $f_{iG}$
− average object size $O_G$
− SLO target for PUT and GET requests
− target data center’s failure tolerance denoted as $F$

- storage cost (per byte per unit time) denoted as $C_{store}$
- network transfer cost between any two DCs $i$ and $j$ (per byte) denoted as $C_{Net_{ij}}$

### 4.1.2 Decision Variables

For each group, we will following have decision variables:

- boolean variable $E_G$ denoting which protocol will be used - ABD or CAS.
- protocol configuration which includes number of servers ($m_G$) and dimension of code ($k_G$) (Note: $k_G=1$ is a special case for replication)
- various quorum sizes which are dependent on the protocol. $Q_{1G}, Q_{2G}, Q_{3G}, Q_{4G}$ values are used for CAS protocol. ABD, on the other hand, uses $Q_{1G}$ and $Q_{2G}$ as its read and write quorum values respectively.
- boolean variable $iQ_{1ijG}$ where $iQ_{1ijG} = 1$ iff DC $j$ is in $Q_1$ quorum for requests originating at DC $i$. Similar values exist for the $Q_2, Q_3, Q_4$ quorums.
- $iQ_{12iG} = 1$ if DC $i$ is in some $Q_{1G}$ or $Q_{2G}$ for the group
  - $iQ_{12iG} = 1$ if there exist atleast one $j$ s.t. $iQ_{1ijG} = 1$ or $iQ_{2ijG} = 1$

### 4.1.3 Constraints and Objective

Constraints are protocol specific as specified in sections 2.2.1.4 and 2.2.2.4. Most of the constraints were straightforward and easy to capture. However, quorum related constraints were more complicated to model. Hence, we broke them down into simpler constraints and captured them individually.

For example, $Q_{1G} + Q_{2G} > m_G$ can be specified as:
• For a group $G$, summation of the sizes of $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ quorums should be greater than $m_G$, the total number of servers

$$- \forall i \in N \text{ where } f_{iG} > 0; \sum_{j=1}^{N} iQ_{1ijG} + \sum_{j=1}^{N} iQ_{2ijG} > m_G$$

• For a group $G$, union of $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ should be equal to $m_G$

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N} iQ_{12iG} = m_G$$

Our ultimate objective is to minimize:

$$\text{Data transfer cost for GETs} + \text{Data transfer cost for PUTs} + \text{Storage Cost}$$

### 4.2 Heuristic Based Modeling

As seen in section 4.1, optimizing the cost with mentioned constraints is called as quadratic optimization. It is computationally heavy and consumes significant resources as also mentioned by SPANStore [18]. Currently, our optimizer is under progress and hence as an initial step, we opted to use a brute force approach where we generate all possible combinations of protocols, their configurations and possible placements. The quorums for a client are chosen to be the nearest data center servers where the data is placed. This in fact might be a good approach for relatively lower SLOs where every client has less flexibility to choose quorums and is bound to talk to its nearest neighbours.

Algorithm 1 provides the pseudo code for our heuristic based approach. The variable $input$ is a composite variable which includes workload properties, total data center list and latencies between the DCs. Initially, the method $allPossibleProtocolCombos$ generates a list of all the possible protocols and their configurations (total number of servers, dimension of code, size of different quorums etc) which can meet the required fault tolerance. After that, for each combination of protocol and its configuration we generate all the possible placements using the $choose$ method. Finally, for each placement we check if the required SLOs can be met for all the data centers from where incoming traffic is generated using the method $check$ and pick the one with minimal cost.
Algorithm 1 Optimizer Algorithm

1: procedure OPTIMIZE(input)
2:     init optPlacement ← list()
3:     init optProtocol
4:     init optConfig
5:     init optTotalCost ← MAX
6:     possibleProtocolCombos ← allPossibleProtocolCombos(input)
7:     for protocol, config in possibleProtocolCombos do:
8:         placements ← choose(input.allDatacentersList, config.totalServers)
9:             for placement in placements do:
10:                placementPossible ← TRUE
11:                    for dc in input.clientDatacentersList do:
12:                        latencyMetSLO ← check(input, protocol, config, placement, dc)
13:                            if not latencyMetSLO then
14:                                placementPossible ← FALSE
15:                                    break
16:                    tempTotalCost ← calculateCost(input, config, placement, dc)
17:                    if tempTotalCost < optTotalCost and placementPossible then
18:                        optPlacement ← placement
19:                        optProtocol ← protocol
20:                        optConfig ← config
21:     return optProtocol, optConfig, optPlacement
In order to test our hypothesis we implemented our idea by deploying a prototype using Amazon AWS with data centers spanning across the globe. We have implemented the prototype of GeoStore in python owing to its simplicity in coding and its vast set of supportive libraries. Also, in a geo-distributed setting, the latency between distant servers is of major concern and language is just an communication interface between data servers and client library. Therefore, the choice of language will not affect our results.

5.1 Prototype Design and Implementation

GeoStore consists of four major components -

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.1.** Overview of GeoStore
1. **Client library** implements the relevant protocols

2. **Controller** implements the optimization library and identifies the relevant protocol, its configuration and placement policy

3. **Metadata server** stores the metadata of each key

4. **Data server** implements the server side Get and Put protocols

In this section, we will look closely into each of these components and what role they play.

### 5.1.0.1 Client Library

The Client library implements GET, PUT and INSERT functionality for each of the protocols mentioned in section 3. The client initiates the process by sending the following estimated workload properties to the optimizer -

- Object size distribution
- Read-Write ratio
- Arrival rate distribution
- Popularity distribution
- Incoming traffic distribution across all regions
- The required Service Level Objective (SLO) for GET and PUT request
- Fault tolerance required

The optimizer in turn uses the above information to decipher the most relevant protocol, its configuration and its placement policies.

After the initial bootstrapping is complete, the client is ready to send requests to the data servers. It uses the GET and PUT requests to read from and write unto the data servers respectively. The INSERT operation is used to write a key to the data servers for the very first time. We assumed that in our workload only one client will perform an insert for a particular key. During an INSERT operation, the client first makes a PUT request to the data servers based on the protocol and
placement policy it received from the optimizer. It then inserts this information into the nearest metadata server to aid in procuring information for the subsequent GET or PUT requests on that key. The Client also possesses an in-memory cache where it stores the metadata for the most popular keys so as to avoid repeated trips to the metadata server.

5.1.0.2 Controller

The Controller is the ‘brain of the whole unit’ i.e it takes decisions based on inputs from the client and also performs heartbeat checks to ensure the liveliness of the system. The Controller mainly comprises of the Optimizer library explained in Section 3. During the bootstrap phase, the Client sends the predicted workload properties to the controller. The Controller divides this workload into smaller sub-group(s) wherein each of the sub-groups has the following properties:

- estimated number of objects
- average Read-Write ratio
- average fraction of traffic originating at each data center
- the required Service Level Objective (SLO) for GET and PUT request
- the required fault tolerance

This is where the Optimizer kicks in. Optimization is applied to each sub-group based on its workload properties, latency between DCs and the cost of data transfer originating at each DC. This helps in minimizing the cost to achieve the ideal placement policy ensuring low latency. After the optimization is complete, the Controller returns the suitable consistency protocol, its configuration and the placement policy for each sub-group to the client.

Further, the Controller also holds the responsibility to collect logs from all the metadata servers, data servers and aggregate them at a single place so as to ease in debugging. It simultaneously performs heartbeat checks on these servers to monitor them on a timely basis.
5.1.0.3 Metadata server

As the name suggests, the Metadata server stores the metadata information for a given key. This Metadata information includes -

- placement policy for the key i.e. a list of all the data centers and data server in each of these DCs where the key will be stored
- protocol chosen for the key
- configuration of the protocol

As mentioned in 4.0.1.1, the client contacts its nearest metadata server for information on a key. It is possible that this particular metadata server does not store that key. In such cases, this server takes the onus to contact the rest of the metadata servers and waits for any one of them to handover this information which it then passes along to the client.

The Metadata servers also periodically ping each other and gather the latency times between themselves. This information is then updated to the controller which uses it as the latency between data centers in different regions.

5.1.0.4 Data Server

Data servers take up the server side role for a given protocol. When the client contacts them through the GET, PUT and INSERT requests, the data servers perform the necessary operations and reply back to the client. On a PUT request, the data server writes the data to the storage (both in-memory and persistent storage). We have implemented our own version of LRU dict for cache [25] and used Rocksdb [26] for persistent storage.
Chapter 6  |  Experimental evaluation

In this chapter we will briefly discuss about our methodology, experimental setup and our findings.

6.1 Methodology

We ran the prototype with two different protocols and their preferred configuration settings, namely:

- ABD
- CAS with Replication (K=1)
- CAS with Erasure Coding

We picked ABD and CAS with Replication because collating the results for these two can help in identifying the trade-offs across these protocols. On the other hand, CAS with Erasure Coding provides more insights for improvement in configuration within a protocol and can help in understanding the significance of erasure coding. We ran the optimizer with the options mentioned above to obtain the ideal placements and configurations. Finally, the data transfer cost, storage cost incurred and latencies observed in each scenario were compared for a given synthetic workload.

6.2 Experimental Setup

For this experiment, we chose t2.xlarge EC2 instances of Amazon AWS as data severs and positioned them in nine different regions spanning across the globe.
The regions include Tokyo, Seoul, Mumbai, Frankfurt, Ireland, California, South America, California and Oregon. An EBS General Purpose SSD was used for storage purposes. We have considered a workload with constant arrival rate of 200 requests/second with a GET:PUT ratio of 9:1 (read skewed). One million objects each of size 10 KB were used to create an incoming traffic uniformly distributed across all the clients operating in the chosen 9 regions. The aim was to create a system which would meet SLOs of maximum 500 ms (tail latencies) and average 300 ms for GET and maximum of 750 ms and average of 450 ms for PUT with a failure tolerance of two data centers.

6.2.1 Prototype Testing

There are two major components in testing the protocol, one is linearizability testing and the other is failure testing. For linearizability we tested our prototype using varying inputs of concurrent requests made for a single key on multiple data centers and tested the merged output traces with Knossos. We also did stress testing on our university cluster where latencies between servers are close to zero with multiple clients from different servers concurrently writing on a single key.

For failure testing, we intentionally stopped all servers in few data centers and verified that the system runs upto the required fault tolerance. In our current design, we initially send the request to only required number of servers spanning across data centers, but in case of a failure or timeout on any of these servers, the subsequent requests are sent to all the other servers within the workload’s placement policy.

6.3 Observation and Results

As mentioned in Section 6.1, we evaluated our results based on performance improvements across the protocols i.e ABD, CAS and improvements within CAS protocol by varying code dimensions in erasure coding.
6.3.1 Comparison across the protocols

The protocols ABD and CAS with replication (K=1) are compared in this section. From Figure 6.5 we can deduce that for a given set of workload properties, one protocol can clearly dominate the other with respect to optimal cost.

As the total data size is relatively small, storage cost doesn’t play a significant role in this comparison. When it comes to data transfer costs, CAS with replication incurs approximately half the cost of ABD implying that it involves lower amounts of data transfer. We can attribute this price difference to the additional write-back call that ABD invokes on every read, thereby increasing the overall data transfer.
In terms of latencies, ABD PUT request incurs lower latencies than its counterpart as the former involves two round trips across the data center whereas CAS involves three as shown in Figure 6.3 and 6.4. As expected, the GET latencies are comparable since both of them have a similar placement policy as shown in Fig 6.1

### 6.3.2 Comparison within a protocol

In this scenario, we compared the optimal placement policy shown in Figure 6.1 and 6.2 as per the optimizer by keeping the protocol fixed to CAS and varying the options as replication or erasure coding. Figure 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 show the cost.
incurred and latency observed for the different configurations. Again, as mentioned above, the total data size is relatively small forcing the storage cost to play a negligible role here. As the cost incurred for CAS with erasure coding is lesser than that of replication, we can safely conclude that CAS with erasure coding observes relatively less data transfer overhead as was expected.

On the contrary, latency observed for CAS with erasure coding is on the higher side for tail latencies (90th percentile) due to the overhead of fetching data from more number of servers.
Chapter 7  |  Conclusions and Future Work

After taking a look at the experiments detailed in the previous chapters and understanding the trade-offs in each method, we came up with certain conclusions and probable future directions for the work. This chapter also briefly states the impact of our work and how this could be a game-changer in solving the linearizability problems in geo-distributed settings to achieve optimal cost.

In Chapter 6, we have proved that our hypothesis holds true. Even a small change in selecting the characteristics of the workload and its corresponding protocol, placement policy might lead to a significant reduction in the operational costs of a geo-distributed system. To be specific, we have seen that in certain workloads, our optimizer reduces the per request cost by almost 50% with erasure coding than when compared to replication based protocols. Not only that, we can observe that using erasure coding brings in a certain amount of flexibility in choosing the configuration.

7.1 Future Work

Our current work revolves around the vanilla ABD and CAS protocols. These protocols can be further optimized for geo-distributed settings based on the workload properties. For example, in the case of read-heavy or low concurrency, we can optimize the GET calls for ABD and CAS as described in the following sections.
7.1.1 Optimistic ABD

7.1.1.1 Client Side GET Protocol

In the optimistic case, ABD GET protocol can avoid the second trip to the data center all together thus saving upon the latencies and write-back data transfer cost as shown in Fig 7.1.

\[
\text{GET}(\text{key}): \\
\text{get-timestamp-value: } \text{Send } \text{get-timestamp-value message to the read quorum and wait for all of them to respond with } (\text{tag, value}). \text{ On receiving the response, select the largest timestamp and its corresponding value } (\text{max-tag, tag-value}). \text{ If number of received messages with } (\text{max-tag, tag-value}) \text{ are greater than write quorum, then return the } \text{tag-value} \text{ and EXIT, else go to next step.} \\
\text{put-value: Send } \text{put-value message with } (\text{max-tag, tag-value}) \text{ to the write quorum and wait for all of them to respond.}
\]

Figure 7.1. Client Side GET Protocol for Optimistic ABD

7.1.2 Optimistic CAS

Similar to ABD, CAS can also be altered to save the data transfer cost in geo-distributed settings.

7.1.2.1 Client Side GET Protocol

In contrast to the regular CAS server-side operations, optimistic CAS requests only \( K \) servers to provide a value for the given key so as to reduce the data transfer cost.

7.1.2.2 Server Side Protocol

Apart from the operations mentioned in section 2.2.2.3, the server will support one additional operation as shown in Figure 7.3.
**GET**(key):

*get-timestamp*: Send *get-timestamp* message to Q1 quorum servers and wait for all of them to respond with a *timestamp*. On receiving the response, select the largest timestamp and call it *timestamp-max*.

*get-code*: Send *get-code* message with *timestamp-max* to K servers and *get-code-mock* with *timestamp-max* to the Q4 - K servers. Wait for all K to respond with their corresponding *codes* and Q4 - K for acknowledgement. Decode the *value* from collected *codes*.

---

**Figure 7.2.** Client Side GET Protocol for Optimistic CAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server Side Protocol for Optimistic CAS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>get-code-mock</em>: On receiving <em>get-code-mock</em> message with a <em>timestamp</em>, if (<em>timestamp</em>, <em>value</em>, 'null') exists then update it to (<em>timestamp</em>, <em>value</em>, 'fin') else insert (<em>timestamp</em>, null, 'fin'). Respond with acknowledgement in any case.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 7.3.** Server Side Protocol for Optimistic CAS

We plan to incorporate these changes to the ABD and CAS protocols in *GeoStore* as a part of future work.
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